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INTRODUCTION
The NASA Drones for Aero4ynamic and Structural Testing (DAST) program
remotely- pi I oted Firebee II drone vehicle to flight test seroelastic research
wings (ARW). The second such wing, ARW-2, will have an active control system
which will perform multiple active control functions simultaneously. One of
these functions is relaxed static stability (RSS). The RSS concept eliminates
the requirement for inherent airplane stability (ref. 1) (inherent stability
being described in terms of the static margin, the normalized distance--
relative to the mean aerodynamic chord (m.a.c.)--between the vehicle center of
gravity and neutral point). The "relaxed" inherent stability is augmented by
the active control system. At its inherently-mast-unstable flight condition,
the ARW-2 configuration will have a static margin on the order of -10 percent
of the m.a.c.
In preparation for selecting future research wings in the DAST program, the
question of the maximum allowable negative static margin is being considered.
Can the Firebee II drone vehicle, with its standard elevons, but fitted with a
new research wing and a new active control system, be trimmed and maneuvered
with a static margin of -15 percent? This question can only be answered with
certainty if detailed information about the new wing and new active control
system is known. At this time, this information is not known.
Acknowledging that there is insufficient information to answer the static-
margin question for a new wing and active control system, the purpose of this
paper is to present both the methodology that will be required to answer the
question when the information is known and the application of this methodology
to a research wing. Because of the extensive amount of data available for the
ARW-2 configuration and because the ARW-2 wing is representative of a class of
wings envisioned for future flight tests in the DAST program (supercritical
airfoil, low sweep, high aspect ratio), the ARW-2 configuration will be used
to assess the methodology.
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SYMBOLS
The results presented herein are referred to the stability-axis system.	 All
dimensional values are given in SI Units; however, calculations were made in
U.S. Customary Units.
b wing span, m
CL lift coefficient,	 Lift
C ^, rolli ng-moment coefficient,	 Rollin	 moment	 positive right wing
down
Cm pitching-moment coefficient,
	
Pitching moment, positive nose up
Cmoi zero-lift pitching moment for elevon deflection "i"
Cmo
zero-lift pitching moment for zero elevon deflection
0
Cn yawing-moment coefficient, 	 Yawing moment, positive nose right
Cy side-force coefficient,	 Sid-- ewe, positive right
Cz vertical-force coefficient, 	 Vertical force, positive down
Z wing mean aerodynamic chord, m
FA(s) actuator transfer function
Fc(s) column transfer function
Fi(s) feedback transfer function; i - 1, 2, ..., n
g acceleration due to gravity, m/sec2
gij(s) coefficient polynomials; i - 1, 2; j - 1, 2.	 See eq.	 (13).
h airplane center of gravity position expressed as a fraction of c
hn airplane neutral point position expressed as a fraction of T
Ixx vehicle roll moment of inertia, kg-m2
I XZ vehicle roll-yaw product of inertia, kg-m2
Iyy vehicle pitch moment of inertia, kg-m2
I ZZ vehicle yaw moment of inertia, kg-m2
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iA
	nondimensional 
Ixx'	
Ixx
 pS(b/2)
i B	 nondimensional Iyy,	
I 
YY
p S(C/2)
Izzi C	 nondimensional Izz' ^3
pS(b/2)
i	
xz
nordimensional I	 IxzE	 pS(b/?)
Kc,Ka ,Kq feedback gains for simp:1eied RSS. See fig. 5.
K1,K2
	 feedback gains for lateral-directional AFCS. See fig. 7.
M	 airplane mass, kg
n	 acceleration factor, g units
p	 roll rate, positive right wing down
q	 pitch rate, positive nose up
q	 dynamic pressure, 1V2
r	 yaw rate, positive nose right
ri	 response quantity; i - 1, 2, .... n. See sketch on page 12.
S	 wing area, m2
s	 Laplace variable
t	 time, seconds
t*	 longitudinal characteristic time, 7-
t*
	
lateral-directional characteristic time, b 2
V
	
airplane true airspeed, m/sec
a
	
airplane total angle of attack
aoi
	
zero-lift angle of attack for elevon deflection "i"
3
ac
Cma s a (°^^
a C Z
Cz. a (a'
4
000	 zero-lift angle of attack for zero elevon deflection
0	 sideslip angle, positive nose left
6	 collective elevon deflection angle, positive trailing edge down
6d	 differential elevon deflection angle, 1/2(600, positive to
produce a roll right wing up
6n	 collective elevon deflection for n-g pull-up
6r	 rudder deflection angle, positive trailing edge left
6L	 deflection angle of left elevon, positive trailing-edge down. See
eq. (14).
6R	 deflection angle of right elevon, positive trailing-edge down.
See-eq. (14).
6trim	 collective elevon deflection angle to achieve trimmed lg straight-
and-level flight
6column deflection of control column, positive for pull up
6wheel	 deflection of control wheel, positive for roll right ;ring up
66	 incremental collective elevon deflection for (n-1)g pull up
a	 appearing before another quantity, indicates a perturbation of that
quantity
damping ratio
u	 longitudinal mass ratio,	 mPSTM
u	 lateral - directional mass ratio,	
mo 
P	 air density, kg/m3
4	 roll angle, positive right wing down
y,	 yaw angle, positive nose right
wd	 dumped natural frequency, rad/sec
a
aCm	
a 
aCZ
Cm 
a 
as	 Cz as
aCL
CL asQ
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acm 	 aCz	 DCL
a 	 aC
Mq a	 q a T()	 CLq a
M	 zCma ' as	 Cza ' 86
= a:Y	 c = ac 	 C s aCn
Cys	 30	 It 	 as	 no	 as
ac	 act
Cyp ' a ()	 Ctp s a—()	 Cnp ' a)
ac,	 acs	 acn
Cyr 
= a 
tom,	 Cs r = a `r	 Cn r = at
rb
!!Y- 	 ac
	
t	 n
Cyd ' a a	 CRa ' aad 	 Cnd 'aadd	 d	 d
aC
	
act	 c
^z
Cya 	 aar	 CRa = aar	Cna ' aarr	 r	 r
Subscripts and abbreviations
trim	 1g straight-and-level flight
AFCS
	
automatic flight control system
ARW-2
	
aeroelastic research wing number 2
DAST	 drones for aerodynamic and structural testing
peak	 maximum or minimum value
RSS	 relaxed static stability
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DESCRIPTION OF BAST VEHICLE AND ELEVON
A drawing of the DAST vehicle (fitted with the ARW-2 wing) is shown at the top
of figure 1. On this vehicle, pitch and roll control are accomplished using
the all-moving horizontal tail (elevon). A detail drawing of the elevon and a
table of pertinent geometric characteristics are presented In the bottom
portion of the figure. The elevon is configured to deflect collectively for
pitch control and differentially for roll control according to the envelope of
maximum limits shown in figurL t. From figure 2, the current maximum avail-
able limits for elevon deflection are 7 degrees trailing-edge down and 12
degrees trailing-edge up.
APPROACH
The methodology described in this paper is developed to answer the question:
At -15% static margin, are the current limits on elevon deflection adequate
to: (1) trim.the vehicle in lg straight-and-level flight, (2) perform
required longitudinal maneuvers, and (3) perform required lateral maneuvers?
Possible sources of elevon deflections are commands by the activi control
system and the pilot. For the purpose of this paper it is assumed that
relaxed static stability is the only active control function provided by the
active control system. Functions such as gust and maneuver load alleviation
(which, in addition to RSS, could also send commands to the elevon) are not
considered.
Therefore, to determine if the current limits (positive and negative) on
elevon deflection are adequate, the following approach is taken:
Step 1: Determine the elevon deflection required to trim the vehicle in lg
straight-and-level flight.
Step 2: Determine the incremental elevon deflection required to perform an
incremental 1.5g pull-up maneuver. Add this incremental deflection
to the trim deflection determined in Step 1.
Step 3: Determine the incremental elevon deflection required to meet the
MIL SPEC (ref. 2) for roll performance. Add this incremental
deflection to the trim deflection determined in Step 4.
The results of Steps 1, 2 and 3 are compared with the current deflection
limits at several representative flight conditions.
METHODOLOGY
This section of the paper presents the equations necessary to compute the
various types of elevon deflection specified in the Approach section. The
methodology presented in this section of the paper is composed of several
ORIGINAL PAGE 13
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parts, or components, all of which are well understood and discussed in
numerous textbcuks: static stability and control, dynamic stability and
control, and elements of classical control theory. Even though these various
components are not new, in this paper they are linked together in a manner
that emphasizes the relationships between elevon deflection and the static
margin of the vehicle. This linking together and emphasis are what is
referred to in this paper as "methodology."
Assumptions
The metho,iology presented in this paper is, by choice, based on certain
assumptions which simplify the analyses considerably but which, at the same
time, retain the essential features of the problem. The following is a list
and brief discussion of these simplifying assumptions.
1. Flexible degrees of freedom are not considered in the analysis. However,
the effects of such flexibility are incorporated through "elastic
corrections" to the rigid-body stability di!rivatives.
2. The airplane equations of motion are linearized with respect to a
reference condition of steady flight. This linearization is the result
of the assumption that airplane motions consist of "small" deviations
from the reference flight condition. As a consequence of the
linearization, the longitudinal and lateral-directional degrees of
freedom are decoupled.
3. It is further assumed that the longitudinal motions of the airplane are
adequately described by the short-period approximation to the
longitudinal equations.	 Implicit in this assumption is that the phugoid
mode is stable.
4. It is assumed that steady-state elevon angles required to achieve lg
trim and to perform steady pull-up maneuvers can be calculated adequately
by examining vehicle equilibrium only, and not vehicle motion. This is
referred to as static stability and control in reference 3.
Elevon Deflection for Trim
The following is a derivation of the elevon deflection required to trim the
vehicle in 19 straight-and-level flight. 	 It is based on the information
presented in Chapter 2 of reference 3 and the following sketch:
I
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The sketch illustrates the effects of varying elevon deflection and static
margin on the lift coefficient and pitching-moment coefficient curves.
Assumptions implicit in the sketch are that:
1. The CL vs. a and Cm vs. a curves are described by straight
1 i nes.
2. Changes in elevon deflection, d, translate the C vs. a and
Cm vs. a curves parallel to their zero•detlect^on curves, resulting
in near zero-lift angles of attack, ao i , and new zero-lift pitching
moments, C^ i .
3. Changes in static margin, (hn-h), rotate the Cm vs. a curves
about their zero-lift pitching rvxnent, but have no effect on
the CL vs. a curves.
8
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4. The variations of so and Coo with a are constant, that is
	S o	 SCm
and
are constants.
5. The variation of the slope of the Cm vs. a curve with static margin
Is constant and expressed by
C%	 CL, (hn-h )
Referring to the sketch, equations for lift coefficient and pitching-moment
coefficient can be written for any a, d, and (hn-h). lift coefficient is a
function of angle of attack, a, elevon deflection angle, d, and the zero-lift
zero-elevon-deflection angle of attack, coo:
CL n CL. (*--coo) + CLdd
Pitching moment coefficient is a function of a, d, co , static margin,
(hn-h), and zero-lift zero-elevon-deflection moment coefficient, Cmoo:
Cm n 
• 
Cm
00 + 1% (M-400) 
+ Cmdd
aCmO	 CLd
where Cm 	 ad + m ^'
d	 a La
At trim, C=0 and lift coefficient, angle of attack, and elevon deflection
angle atta n their "trim values" CLtrim' ctrim, dtrim- Therefore, at
trim equations (1) and (2) can be re-written as
CLtrim = CLa (ctrim-aoo) + CLd d trim	 (3)
0 = C	 + C (a	 -ot ) + ("^ + C CLd )d trim	 (4)
	
M00 % trim oo	 ad	 %^
(1)
(2)
9
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Making use of the substitution Cs. • CLO (h-hn), the expression
for 6LMm i s obtained by solving equations (3) and (4) simultaneously.
(In-h)Cttrim - mo
o
6 trim '	 1C m
0
36
To determine if the trim deflection is within available limits. the value
of 6trim obtained from equation (5) is compared with those limits.
Elevon Deflection for Pull-up Maneuver
This "action presents equations for the incremental elevon deflection, b6,
necessary to trim the vehicle in a steady pull-up maneuver of incremental load
factor n-1. The total elevon deflection necessary for a putt up of load
factor is n is found by taking the sum
6n • 6 trim + e6	 (6)
Stead -state elevon deflection.- The following derivation is based on the
information  presen	 In ap er 3 of reference 3. It is assumed that the
airplane is trimmed in a steady (unaccelerating) pull up of incremental load
factor n-1. With respect to ig straight-and-level flight, the incremental
lift (nCL) and pitching moment (eCm) for this maneuver may be written as
aCL	
!—CLeCL 
as
•	 °°` + a6
aC^ 
ea + 
a eq	 {11
aC	 ac	 aC
eCm
 - 
aa'm 0a 
+ red + 
aqm 
eq	 (8)
where ae, e6, and aq are the incremental values from atri , 6	 , and
gtrim (qtr m`0)- Because the maneuver is unaccelerating in p^tchtrI
incremental pitching moment is zero. Equations (7) and (8) are solved simul-
taneously for e6 after the following substitutions are made:
ORiG'. :i'A . PACi''
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ACL • (11-1)CLtrii:i
a CL
as CL •a
8Ceis 
`Ca•
IClaCl c
^` ' Cld • a q ' IN CLq
IC	 aC C
a4 ' Cmd asgm ' TV, mq
aq = n-1
resulting in:
(hn-h) (CL trim CL	
C
,) - M4
 ^.
ad	 (n-1	 i
mo
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The total steady-state value of elevon deflection for a 2.5g pull -up maneuver
is obtained by substituting equations (5) and (9) (with n = 2.5) into
equation (6). To determine if this value is within available limits, it is
compared with those limits.
Time-vaEZing elevon deflection.- Equation (5) is the value of elevon deflec-
ti on
 necessary to trim	 a rplane in lg straight-and-level flight. Equation
(9) is the value necessary to trim the vehicle in a steady pull up. Both
describe steady-state conditions. To proceed from the condition of lg ste.;. Jy-
state flight (with d• = d tri ) to the condition of n-g's steady-state
flight (with d * dtrim * dd^ requires that ed (and therefore d) vary in
some manner with time. This time-varying behavior of pd may be computed by
solving the airplane longitudinal dynamic equations of motion. These dynamic
equations of motion are functions of the airplane aerodynamic and inertia
characteristics and the characteristics of the active control system for RSS.
This section describes how the time-varying behavior in ed 	 is obtained.
Because the characteristics of the active control system for RSS are not
known, the dynamic equations of motion can only be given in general form. The
block diagram in the following sketch represents a "general" RSS active con-
trol system.
(9)
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Abcolumn FG(s) +	 FA(S) Ab	 Rigid
+	 airplane
^n
0
Art e
e
1
Fl(S)
+	 FZ(
+	 •
^Fn(s)
It features incremental column input through transfer function Fc(s) and
"n" feedback loops (involving incremental response quantities Arl,
Ar2, .., Ar	 through transfer functions Fl(s), F2(s), ..., Fn(s)',
respectively7. -The input and feedback signals are summed at the top summing
junction. The resultant signal passes through an actuator transfer function
FA(s), resultino in the incremental elevon deflection Ad. The box labelled
"rigid airplane" contains the short-period approximation to the longitudinal
equations of motion. These equations (from Chapter 4 of ref. 3) are written
below with elevon deflection on the right-hand side
(2u t*-C Zat*)Aa - CZa,a - (2ut*-CZgt*)Aq = CZS&S
-C%t*Aa - C%Aa + igt*2Aq - Cmgt*Aq = Cm6A6
Equations (10) are linear ordinary simultaneous differential equations in the
time domain, where the quantities Aa, Aa, Aq, Aq, and a are perturbations
away from the condition of lg trimmed flight. Referring again to the block
diagram, one of the incremental response quantities, Ari, may be the
incremental load factor, An, whose equation is given by
(10)
12
an n 9(e q-eA)	 (11)
4
The following equation is written in the Laplace domain and represents the
condition at the top summing junction in the block diagram
	
AS n FA(s)[Fc(s)sacolumn + Fl(s)erl + F2 (s)e r2 + ...	 (12)
+ Fn(slern]
where the responses, a ri, are combinations of ha, eq and their time
derivatives. Equations for the ent a re block diagram are obtained by
substituting equation (12) into the Laplace transform of equation (10). After
substitution, the resulting equations are manipulated algebraically, leaving
only terms containing edc 1 mn on the right-hand side. Equation (13)
shows the form of the resu^t ng equations
911( s )ea + 912( s )oq - Cz6Fc(s)FA(s)o6column	
(13)
921( s )ea + 922(s)eq - Cmjc(s)FA(s)e6column
After solution of equation (13) there must be appropriate transformation back
into ti.q time domain.
The time-varying behavior of 6 is found by performing the following steps:
Step 1: % sect an appropriate function for ddcolumn such that, after
solution of equation (13), the desired steady-state value of
incremental load factor is obtained from equation (11).
Step 2: Solve for AS by substituting ddcolumn (from Step 1) and the
appropriate responses (from solution of eq. (13) ) into equation
(12).
Step 3: According to equation (6), add the value of dtrim to each
value of AS in the time history.
The time history of elevon deflection, which results from Step 3, is then
compared to the available limits. This comparison will indicate if the
•	 transient elevon deflections exceed the available limits.
Two items of interest should be noted here. The first is that, for a pull-up
maneuver of steady-state, incremental load factor n-1, the steady-state value
of AS from the solution of equations (12) and (13) is the same as that
predicted by equation (9). The second is that, at certain flight conditions
13
and for particular transfer functions F (s), FA(s), FI(s), ..., Fn s
in the block diagram, the predicted steady-state value of 6 (eq. ^6;) for a
pull up may be within available limits while the predicted transient values
of 6 may exceed available limits. This situation emphasizes the need to
examine time responses of 6 (and not rely solely on the steady—state values)
to determine if the available limits are adequate.
Elevon Deflection for Roll Maneuver
This section presents the equations for the incremental differential elevon
deflection, 66d, necessary to perform required roll maneuvers. Such roll
maneuvers are specified in the MIL SPEC on flying qualities (ref. 2). For the
DAST vehicle with a research wing being flown as a transport, the specifica-
tion is that the vehicle be able to roll 30 0
 in 3 seconds (implying that a
time-varying analysis is required). That is, there must be sufficient differ-
ential elevon deflection available to perform this maneuver. Before the
maneuver, the right and left elevons are assumed to be deflected at their trim
values for 1g straight-and-level flight. For each elevon, the total elevon
deflection is the sum of the trim deflection and the differential deflection
required by the maneuver, as indicated in the following equation.
6R s 6 trim + A6d
(14)
6 L = 6 trim - A6d
In equation (14), 6trim is obtained from equation (5), and 66d canes
from the airplane lateral -directional dynamic equations of motion. These
equations (from Chapter 4 to ref. 3) are written below retaining, for genera-
lity, rudder deflection on the right hand side.
tut*As - CysAS - Cypt*Ap +
-CIBAB + iAt* 2AP - CXpt*Ap
-Cn6A6 - iEt *2AP - Cnpt*AP
(211-Cy r)t*A r - CLtrim" - Cy6d 6d + Cy 6 rO r
- i t*2Ar - C t*Ar = C	 6+ CE	 Rr	 R6dA d
	
s6rA6r
t iCt*2A r - Cn rt*A r - Cn6d" d + Cn6rA6r	 (15)
Ap-A;-0
A r - Air - 0
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These equations are simultaneous linear differential equations in variables
e8, ep, er, ep, and of with Qad and ea as forcing functions. The
variables and their time derivatives and tie forcing functions in equation
(15) are all perturbations of these quantities away from their respective trim
values.
The time-varying behavior of roll angle (off) and differential elevon deflec-
tion (edd) are found by:
Step 1: Given the value of trim elevon deflection, determining (by use of
fig. 2) the amount of differential deflection remaining for full
available differential deflection of the elevon.
Step 2: Inputting the appropriate (time-varying) function (from ref. 2)
and magnitude (from Step 1) of ea d
 into the right-hand side of
equation (15).
Step 3: Solving equation (14) for e^.
The time history of a# resulting from Step 3 is then examined to see if the
MIL SPECO is satisfied (30 0 of roll in 3 seconds).
It has been assumed in these analyses that the longitudinal and lateral-
directional "sets" of equations are completely decoupled. That is,
disturbances in the degrees of freedom of one set create neither aerodynamic
nor inertia forces and moments in the other set. As a consequence of this
assumption, the active control system for RSS does not need to be considered
or included in the solution of the lateral-directional equations. In
addition, for the longitudinal equations, differential deflections of the
elevon have no effect on the longitudinal trim of the vehicle.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
This section of the paper applies the methodoloSiv, presented in the previous
section to the ARW-2 configuration. Elevon deflections are computed (accord-
ing to eqs. (5), (9), (12), and (14)) and then, compared to the available
deflection limits at five flight conditions. These conditions are typical of
those at which flight tests of ARW-2 will be conducted, and, consequently, the
computed elevon deflections will be representative of those expected in
flight.
Flight Conditions and Numerical Data
The five flight conditions are depicted by points 1 through 5 in the altitude
vs. Mach number plot in figure 3. Starting at the point labelled "cruise
condition" and moving vertically down, each successive point doubles dynamic
pressure at constant Mach number. Moving diagonally upward from point 4, each
15
successive point increases Mach number by 4.1 at constant dynamic pressure.
The information in Table I defines each point in figure 3 in terms of Mach
number, dynamic pressure and altitude. Point 6 in figure 3 and Table I repre-
sents the flight condition at which an additional analysis is performed; this
analysis is discussed in the appendix.
To perform the numerical examples, stability derivatives and other aerodynamic
coefficients, geometric data, and mass and inertia information are required at
each of the flight conditions listed in Table I. The aerodynamic data was
obtained by interpolating and cross plotting the data presented in two unpub-
lished studies of the ARW-2 configuration. TaDiz= II, III, and IV present
this numerical data. Table II contains the data necessary to compute the
steady-state values of elevon deflection for lg straight-and-level flight
and for a 2.5g pull-up maneuver. Table III contains the data necessary to
compute the time history of elevon deflection as the vehicle changes from the
condition of lg steady-state flight to the condition of" a 2.5g steady-state
pull up. Table IV contains the data necessary to compute the time history of
elevon deflection during the MIL-SPEC roll maneuver.
Nonlinear Pinching Moment Characteristics
At many flight conditions, the ARW-2 pitching moment exhibits a very non-
linear behavior as a function of angle of attack. At low values of angle of
attack (values which would be attained in performing only moderate longitud-
inal maneuvers) the slope of the Cm vs. a curve becomes positive. Then,
depending on the flight condition, this slope may become negative again at
higher angles of attack. The following sketch of pitching moment as a func-
tion of angle of attack illustrates this nonlinear behavior
Cm
As stated in the assumptions section of this paper, it has been assumed that
the airplane forces and moms?nts are linear with respect to deviations in the
motion variables (angle of attack being one) from their values at the
16
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reference flight condition. Because pitching moment is not linear with
respect to angle of attack for the ARW-2 configuration, this assumption intro-
duces some error into the numerical results presented in the examples. How-
ever, the purpose of the examples is to illustrate the methodology and not to
obtain accurate answers for a specific configuration. In addition, even with
the non-linear Cm vs. a behavior for ARW-2, the methodology in this
paper still predicts representative answers for ARW-2. To illustrate this,
the appendix compares time histories, as predicted by the present methodology,
with time histories which take the nonlinear behavior into account.
Example 1 - Elevon Deflection for Trim
Equation (5) is the expression for computing the elevon deflection required to
trim a vehicle in 1g straight-and-level flight and is repeated here
(h -h)C
	 - C
n	 L
trim	 moo
atrim 
a	
a 
m0
as
In this equation, the static margin, (hn-h), appears explicitly and the
remainder of the terms in the equation are independent of static margin.
Using the appropriate data from Table II, equation (5) was used to compute
strim as a function of static margin for each of the 5 flight conditions.
The solid lines in figures 4(a) and 4(b) are plots of dtrim vs. static
margin. For interest, the elevon deflections for trim were computed for
static margins ranging from +15% (stable) to -15% (the static margin of pri-
mary interest in this study). The three curves in figure 4(a) correspond to
flight conditions 1, 2, and 3 (varying dynamic pressure at constant Mach
number); the three curves in figure 4(b) correspond to flight conditions 4, 5,
and 2 (varying Mach number at constant dynamic pressure). The maximum allow-
able positive deflection of the elevons is shown by the heavy dashed line at
7°. The maximum allowable negative deflection (at -12°) is off scale and was
never a factor in the analysis.
At each flight condition, the amount of elevon deflection required to trim the
vehicle in 1g straight-and-level flight at -15% static margin is within the
current available limits. From figure 4, the flight condition characterized
by the lowest dynamic pressure (flight condition 1, or the "cruise condition")
requires the largest amount of elevon deflection to trim the vehicle. In
addition, the magnitude of the additional elevon deflection required to trim
the vehicle at -15% (compared to +15%) is highest at the lowest dynamic pres-
sure.
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Example 2 - Steady-State Elevon Deflection for Pull-up Maneuver
Equation (9) is the expression for computing the steady-state elevon deflec-
tion required to trim a vehicle in a steady pull-up maneuver of incremental
load factor n-1. Equation (9) is repeated here.
(hn-h)(CE	-C^) - Cm --15
©6 * (n-1)	
trim q 2V	 q 2V
8 
m0
as
In this equation, the static margin appears both explicitly as the quantity
(hn-h), and implicitly in the Co q and Cmq stability derivatives.
Because no information was available on the variation of these two stability
derivatives with center of gravity position (and therefore with static
margin), and because this variation is a second-order effect, for the purpose
of this example, it was assumed that CL and 	 were constant over
the range of static margins considered. q
Using the appropriate data from Table II, equation (9) was used to compute
06 for a 1.5g incremental pull up at the five flight conditions and for
static margins ranging from +15% to -15,X. The sum of e6 and 6trim
(eq. (6)) is the total steady-state deflection required for a 2.5 pull up,and
such sums are plotted as the dashed lines in figures 4(a) and 4(b^. In gene-
ral, e6 (the difference between the dashed and solid lines--see arrow in
figure 4(a), top) is negative for positive static margin and positive for
negative static margin, indicating that, to achieve the same pull-up maneuver,
the elevon must deflect in the opposite sense (from a "conventional" deflec-
tion) when the airplane is statically unstable.
Referring again to the dashed lines in figures 4(a) and 4(b), these results
indicate that, at each flight condition, the amount of steady-state elevon
deflection required to trim the vehicle in a 2.5g pull-up maneuver at -15%
static margin is within the current available limits. As was the case for
Example 1, the flight condition with the lowest dynamic pressure requires the
largest amount of elevon deflection to perform the maneuver.
Table V summarizes the results of Examples 1 and 2 for the condition of -15%
static margin.
Example 3 - Time-Varying Elevon Deflection for Pull-up Maneuver
This example is based on equations (12) and (13) and follows the procedure
outlined following equation (13). Because of limited information available,
this example involves only the "cruise" flight condition and the two extreme
values of static margin (+15% and -15%). Table III contains the numerical
data used for this example.
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The simplified but representative RSS active control system, whose block
diagram appears in figure 5, is used in this example. It features angle-of-
attack and pitch-rate feedback to the elevons. Referring back to the
Methodology section, equation (10) contains the equations of motion for the
"rigid airplane" box. The following equation represents the condition at the
top summing junction in figure 5, and corresponds to equation (12) in the
Methodology section
e6 - Kce6 column + Kmaa + Kgoq	 (16)
Substituting equation (16) into equation (10) and rearranging yields the
following equation in the time domain
(2ut*-CZat*)oa - (CZQ+Cz6 Vj&m - (2ut*+CZgt*+Cz6Yq)eq - CZ6Kcedcolumn
(17)
-Cwt*ea
 - (Cm,+C% Ka)AQ + igt*2a4 - (Cmgt*+Cm6 Kq)oq - Cm6Kco6column
Equation (17) is analogous to equation (13) and represents the equations of
motion of the entire block diagram in figure 5. The steps following equation
(13) are performed to obtain the time-varying behavior of d.
For the statically stable configuration (+15% static margin), it is assumed
that gains K,a
 and Vo are zero, which, in effect, removes the feedback
loops from the block diagram and forces ed to be proportional to d of mn-
Gain Kc is -1.0, which means that pulling back on the column (posit ve^
will produce a trailing-edge up deflection (negative) of the elevon. A
"ramp-hold" 06 olumn forcing function is chosen which, when equation (17)
is solved, resu^ts in a steady-state incremental pull-up of load factor 1.5
g's (eq. (11)). After solution of equation (17), the time history of
incremental elevon deflection is available f-Om equation (16). Using the trim
elevon deflection at this flight condition for +15% static margin, the time
history of total elevon defle^:tion is available from equation (6). Time
history plots of the column Viput, normal load factor, and total elevon
deflection are presented in figure 6(a). The "ramp" portion of the input
terminates at time 0.4 seconds, and thereafter the value of the input at 0.4
seconds is "held" for all remaining time. In response to the input, the time
history of normal acceleration is seen to oscillate for several cycles (at the
frequency of the short period mode of the vehicle). When the transients have
died out, the vehicle is left in the condition of a steady-state 1.5g
incremental (2.59 total) pull up.
The open and closed square symbols at the beginning and end (respectively) of
the elevon deflection time history represent the steady-state values for 1g
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straight-and-level flight and a 2.5g pull up (respectively). These symbols
correspond to the square ^yaabols on the top plot in figure 5(a), indicating
that both the steady-state and time-varying analyses predict the same terminal
values of da. The entire time history of elevon deflection in figure 6(a) is
within the current available limits.
The next two sets of time histories are for the -15% static margin condition
with the RSS active control system on. They differ from each other in the
values of the feedback gains and in the magnitudes of the ramp-hold column
input. Both sets result in a 2.5g steady-state pull-up maneuver. The initial
and final values of elevon deflection for both sets are identical, and corre-
spond to the open and closed circle symbols in figure 4(a). The initial and
final values of elevon deflection are within the current available limits.
(For the initially statically unstable configuration at -15% static margin--
with feedback gains K. and Kq equal to zero--the characteristic equa-
tion has two real roots: one negative and one positive. By proper choice of
feedback gains Ka and Kq, these roots may be moved to any location in
the complex plane. The "new" location of these roots may be referred to as
the "augmented" short period mode.)
For the time histories in figure 6(b), gains Ka andK^ are chosen such
that the roots of the "augmented" short period mode are identical to the
actual roots of the short period made at +15% static margin. For the time
histories in figure 6(c), 
K,a 
and Kq are chosen such that the
"augmented" short period me has the same damped natural frequency as the
actual short period mode at +15% static margin, but has a damping ratio of
0.707. The value of Kc corresponding to figures 6(b) and 6(c) is again
-1.0. Table VI presents the characteristic roots, the corresponding damping
ratio and damped natural frequency, and RSS active control system gains for
the three configuration represented in figures 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c).
In figures 6(b) and 6(c), even though the initial and final values of elevon
deflection are the same and result in a 2.5g steady-state pull up in each
case, the transient values of elevon deflection are very different. In figure
6(b), the transient elevon deflection required to perform the maneuver
exceeds the maximum allowable trailing-edge-down deflection; in figure 6(c)
the transient deflection is within the available limits. This comparison
illustrates the fact that elevon deflections are very much dependent on the
characteristics of the RSS active control system. To a certain degree, by
proper choice of feedback gains, transient elevon deflections for a pull-up
maneuver may be made to fall within the available limits. However, it should
be noted that, in figure 6(c), the deflection being within available limits is
at the expense of a nearly two-fold increase in the magnitude of e6column
to perform the same pull-up maneuver. A summary of key deflections for this
example is also presented in Table VI.
Example 4 - Time-Varying Elevon Deflection for Roll Maneuver
The data from Table IV was used in this example. This example is based
on equations (14) and (15), and, in addition, it is based on something (a
complication) not mentioned in'the Methodology section because the
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complication is a characteristic of the ARW-2 configuration (and not necessa-
rily true for all airplanes in general). This characteristic is that the
ARW-2 configuration has an unstable Dutch Roll mode for many points within its
flight envelope and for all 5 flight conditions considered in this paper. The
Dutch Roll was not designed to be unstable nor is it a feature or consequence
of any active control concept. However, it must be stabilized by use of a
lateral-directional automatic flight control system (AFCS). The block diagram
in figure 7 contains that portion of a lateral-directional AFCS (proposed for
ARW-2) which applies to a roll maneuver. In order to perform this example,
the following equations (which describe the two loops in figure 7) must be
combined with equation (14) and (15)
ma
r 
= (M)(K1)(*)(a;+0.07n;)
(18)
odd (^)(K2)C(3.5 + -g) od
wheel + -0;1
Because of the necessity of including equation (18) in this example, the pro-
cedure for assessing the roll maneuver (originally discussed after equation
(15) in the Methodology section) must be altered. For this example, the time-
varying behavior of roll angle, ef, and differential elevon deflection, n6d,
are found by the following steps:
Step 1: Combine and re-write equations (15) and (18) so that 46r and
odd are eliminated from the equations and e6wh el appears as
the forcing function on the right-hand side of the new equations.
Step 2: Input a unit ramp-hold function (ramp terminating at 0.4 seconds)
for e6wheel and solve the new equations for responses og, ap,
er, a+, A*, and their derivatives.
Step 3: Because these equations are linear equations, scale the input, the
responses, and their derivatives by the amount required for the
value of roll angle to be exactly 300
 at time 3 seconds.
Step 4: Using these scaled quantities in equation (18), compute the value of
differential elevon deflection.
Step 5: Make use of equation (14) (with the value of 6trim corresponding
to -15% static margin) to compute the total right and left elevon
deflections.
The values of elevon deflection computed in this manner are the minimum
deflections necessary to perform the MIL SPEC roll maneuver. Such deflections
may then be compared with the maximum allowable deflections on the vehicle.
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Figure 8 contains time histories (computed according to this procedure) of
ramp-hold wheel input, roll angle, and total right area left eleven deflections
at the cruise condition. The value of roll angle is seen to be 30 0
 at time 3
seconds. Because of the dynamics associated with the AFCS, the time history
of elevon deflection peaks at a time of about 0.8 seconds. The elevon deflec-
tion for performing the NIL SPEC roll maneuver is well within the available
limits.
Similar calculations were made (with similar results) at the other four flight
conditions. The time histories are substantially the same at each flight con-
dition (with the major difference being the magnitudes of the responses) and
all elevon deflections are well within the available limits. These remaining
time histories are not presented, but the results at all five flight condi-
tions are summarized in Table VII. As seen in a previous example, the flight
-ondition with the lowest dynamic pressure (the one depicted in fig. 8)
requires the largest amount of elevon deflection to perform the maneuver.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper presents both the methodology for computing elevon deflections
required to trim and maneuver a vehicle with -15% static margin and an appli-
cation of the methodology. The methodology is based on linear analyses of the
rigid-body dynamics of a vehicle with a relaxed-static-stability (RSS) active
control system. The longitudinal and lateral-directional equations are
uncoupled.
The methodology is presented to provide a means for answering the question:
Can the Firebee II drone vehicle, with its standard elevons, but fitted with a
new reseach wing and a new active control system, be trimmed and maneuvered
with a static margin of -15x? The characteristics of the new wing and active
control system are not yet known, so that this question cannot now be
answered. However, by applying the methodology to the ARW-2 wing (which has
many similar features--supercritical airfoil, low sweep, high aspect ratio--to
a class of possible new wings) with a simplified (but representative of a new)
RSS active control system, an initial attempt to address this question has
been made. On the basis of performing analyses at 5 representative flight
conditions, it appears possible to trim and maneuver the vehicle with -15x
static margin with the existing elevons. The results of these examples
indicate that transient elevon deflections depend heavily on the
characteristics of the active control system.
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APPENDIX
C014PARISON OF RESULTS: PRESENT 14ETHWOLOGY VS. NONLINEAR SIMULATION
The purpose of this appendix is to present the results of another application
of the methodology of this paper. The particular application is the ARW-2
configuration with its intended active control system (consisting, in this
case, of an automatic flight control syste ►a--AFCS--ands relaxed static stabi
lity--RSS--system). This example will provide an indication of the suitabi-
lity of the present methodology (which is based on the assumption of linear
vehicle aerodynamic characteristics) to a vehicle which has very nonlinear
aerodynamic characteristics. Time histories (for pull-up only) compute++ usin,
this methodology will be compared to time histories obtained from a "non-
linear simulation" (an analysis which takes the nonlinear aerodynamic charac-
teristics into account and which, therefore, more accurately describes the
actual vehicle in flight).
Flight Condition
The flight condition for this application is Mach number of 0.7, dynamic pres-
sure of 19.60 kPa (449.3 psf), altitude of 4572 m (15 049 ft), and is identi-
fied as point 6 in Table I and figure 3.
Aerodynamic Characteristics
Figure 9 contains the plots of ARW-2 lift and moment coefficients as functions
of angle of attack for this flight condition. These characteristics are se^n
to be very nonlinear, and they an: represented in this manner in the nonlinear
simulation. The dashed lines in figure 9 represent "instantaneous" slopes of
these curves (Cand C% , respectively) at an average angle of
attack (see the'lesults section for further discussion of this). The zero-
lift pitching moment, Cmo
 , identified in figure 9 is the value which
would result if the pitch?ng moment were linear with angle of attack and had
the slope it has at the average value of angle of attack.
Table VIII contains the data necessA ry to perform the calculations for
strip; and e6 usin equations (5) and (9), respectively. The value of
static margin, (hn-hl, indicated for table VIII was obtained by using the
instantaneous values of CL, and C% and the relation CL, •
C% (h-hn). Table IX contains the data necessary to describe the air-
plane for the time-varying pull-up analysis. The information in figure 9 and
Tables VIII and IX was obtained from a third unpublished document on the ARW-2
configuration.
Active Control System
Figure 10 contains the block diagram of the AFCS and RS3 for the ARW-2 vehicle
with the appropriate gains for this flight condition.
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Results.
For convenience, the time-varyi ng analysis for pull-up maneuver will be dis-
cussed first. Discussion of steady-state results (for atrim and aa) will
follow.
Time-varying anal sis.- Figure 11 contains time histories of column input
46co1	 , an responses normal acceleration (An , pitch rate (Aq), angle
of attack (a), and elevon deflection (a). The solid curves are the responses
which wart: obtained from the methodology of this paper; the dashed curves are
those Y;-„d► the nonlinear simulation. The input is a ramp-hold column deflec-
tion with the break at 0.4 seconds and magnitude 1.32. This input was used
for both analyses. For the case of the nonlinear simulation this input pro-
duced a steady-state incremental normal acceleration of 1.5 g's.
To obtain the time histories using the present methodoigy, constant values
of CL^,,,, and Cm_ had to be obtained from figure 9. Such values were
obtain%d in th `following manner: (1) from the a time history in figure 11,
determining the average value of angle of attack for the dashed curve between
the initiation and the completion of the maneuver and (2) from figure 9,
determining the "instantaneous" values of CL.4 and C% at the angle
of attack obtained from (1).
In comparing the time histories in figure 11, all responses compared favorably
in terms of magnitude and general character of response. With the exception
of angle of attack, all reponse values (at time 4 seconds) for the present
nethodology are within about 10% of their respective values (at the same time)
for the nonlinear simulation. (The differ.nce in steady state angle-of-attack
responses is due, in large part, to the inclusion of the speed degree of free-
dom--phugoid mode--in the nonlinear simulation. Reduction in forwx-*t
sp=ed--not shown--occurs in response to the input. This decrease in speed
ciuses a reduction in dynamic pressure which then necessitates a larger angle
of attack to perform the required maneuver.) The time histories from the
present methodology are seen to be more lowly damped and have a slightly
higher frequency of oscillation within the transient than those from the non-
linear simulation.
Thi steady-state elevon deflection angle, as predicted by the present methodo-
logy, is within one-quarter of a degree of that predicted by the nonlinear
si!^ilation. In addition, even for the maximum and minimum peaks of the solid
-21?von time history, the response I s well within the available limits and only
^x ,:rteds the minimum and maximv,..n wilues of the dashed curve by -0.30 and 0.10,
res pectively. In terms of a simple (linear) analytical method for estimating
rniZntities for a very nonlinear system, the present methodology appears to be
s0 ;able.
Steak-state analysis.- Equations (5). (6), and (9) were used with the data
,rnm fable V111 to calculate quantities dtrim, Ab, and dn. This dis-
cussion will begin by referring back to figure 11 to bring out the following
point: the incremental normal acceleration for the present methodology at
`ins 4 seconds (essentially steady state) is 1.38 g's. Therefore, 1.38 was
used for the quantity (n-1) in equation (9). The row labelled "present
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methodology" in Table X contains the results of applying equations (S)V (5),
and (9) to the data from Table VIII. The quantities in the raw labelled
"nonlinear simulation" were obtained directly from the time response in figure
11. T!„t comparison of the results from the two analyses indicates differences
no greater than 13% on a relative basis, or one-quarter of a degree on an
absolute basis.
The quantities 6trim and 6r, from the "present methodolo^r " row of
Table X are plotted as the open and closed diamond symbols in figure 11. This
again illustrates a point made in the wuln body
 of the paper: that the steady
state value of elevon deflection is independent of the characteristics of the
actl ve control system.
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TABLE I.- FLIGHT CONDITIONS.
Condition
(see fig. 3)
Mach
Number
Dynamic Pressure Altitude
kPa psf m ft
1 0.8 6.071 126.8 14,265 460800
2 .8 12.14 253.6 9,815 32,200
3 .8 24.28 507.2 4,968 16,300
4 .6 12.14 253.6 5,852 19,200
5 .7 12.14 253.6 8,047 26,400
6 .7 19.60 409.3 4,572 15,000
TABLE II.- DATA USED TO PERFORM ANALYSES FOR NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 1 AND 2.
Quantity
Value of quantity at flight condition -
1 2 3 4 5
C a 0.5295 0.2648 0.1324 0.2648 0.2648
L trim
Cm .0604 .0739 .1013 .0645 .0709
00
3C 
-2.781 -2.805 -2.859 -2.395 -2.520
as
c(m) .596 .596 .596 .596 .596
V(mjsec) 236.7 240.0 256.4 190.2 215.4
CL 6.40 5.65 5.00 5.70 5.75
4
Cm -32.1 -32.0 -31.7 -29.0 -30.3
4
a Based on vehicle weight of 1045 N (2350 lb)
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TABLE III.- DATA USED TO PERFORM ANALYSIS FOR NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 3.
Quantity
Value of quantity for static margin of -
+15% -15%
t*(sec) 0.00126 0.00126
U
 
5,081 5,081
i Bb 182,896 182,896
CZ -8.638 -8.638
a
CZ* -2.76 -2.76
a
CZ -6.40 -6.40
q
CZ -.848 -.848
d
Cm -1.296 +1.296
CL
Cm. -10.62 -10.62
CL
Cm -32.1 -32.1
q
Cm
d
-2.908 -2.654
a Based on vehicle weig;;t of 10453 N (2350 lb)
b Based on vehicle pitch moment of inertia of 3410 kg-m2
(2515 slug-ft2)
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TABLE IV.- DATA USED TO PERFORM ANALYSIS FOR NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 4
Value of Quantity at Flight Condition -
Quantity
2 3 4 51
t* (sec) .0122 .0124 .0132 .0098 .0111
u a 523.4 268.7 153.4 168.7 216.6
i Ab 18.92 9.71 5.55 6.10 7.83
i Cc 253.8 130.3 74.4 81.8 105.0
i Ed 5.446 2.796 1.596 1.755 2.254
CLtrim •5295
.2648 .1324 .2648 .2648
CyB -1.09 -1.09 -1.09 -1.09
-1.03
Cyp -.15 -.15 -.15 -.15 -.15
Cyr .615 .615 .615 .570 .590
Cyd d
0 0 0 0 0
Cy6 .119 .119 .119 .119 .119r
cjts -.132 -.166 -.155 -.149 -.149
cRp -.633 -.541 -.405 -.495 -.514
CL r .0945 .0670 .0430 .0660
.0670
CR63 -.0172 -.0172 -.0172 -.0164
-.0167
CR6
.0190 .0190 .0190 .0099 .0105
r
Cn S .022 .016 .019
.012 .013
Cnp -.0095 .0045 .0230 .0070 .0060
Cnr -.234 -.234 -.234 -.213 -.222
Cn6d -.0116 -.0116 -.0116 -.0109 -.0116
Cn. -.044 -.044 -.044
-.044 -.044
a Based on vehicle weight of 10453 R (2350 lbs.)
b Based on vehicle roll moment of inertia of 322.7 kg-m
2 (231 slug-ft2)
c Based on vehicle yaw moment of inertia of 4328 kg-m
2 (3192 slug-ft2)
d Based on vehicle roll-yaw product of inertia of 92.9 kg-m2
(68.5 slug-ft2)
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TABLE V.- SUMMARY OF ELEVON DEFLECTIONS FOR EXAMPLES 1 AND 2.
(Static mar^y"in - -15x)
Fl i ght
Condition
a
trim
(deg)
na
(deg)
a
2.5g
(deg)
1 2.88 2.40 5.28
2 2.32 1.17 3.49
3 2.43 0.55 2.98
4 2.49 1.34 3.83
5 2.52 1.29 3.81
TABLE VI.- SUMMARY OF INFORMATION FUR EXAMPLE 3.
Static
Margin
RSS System Gains Characteristic
Roots
wd
(rad/sec)
bcolumn
(deg)
d trim
(deg)
d peak
(deg)
62.5g
(deg)K K K
c Cl q (rad/sec)
+15% -10 00 0. -.431 ±	 i	 2.09 .202 2.09 2.51 -.39 -2.90 -2.90
-157, -1. .982 -.007 -.431 ±	 i	 2.09 .202 2.09 2.51 2.88 7.79 5.28
-W!, -1. 1.18 .355 -2.09 ±	 i	 2.09 .707 2.09 4.80 2.88 5.77 5.28
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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Flight
Condition At Time
awheel
(deg)
atrim
(deg)
Maximum Deflections K1 K2
ad aL 6R
3 Seconds (deg) (deg) (deg)
1 30 8.27 2.88 2.28 0.60 5.16 2.06 .149
2 30 8.66 2.32 1.21 1.11 3.53 1.03 .075
3 30 8.67 2.43 0.61 1.82 3.04 .515' .037
4 30 10.2 2.49 1.46 1.03 3.95 1.03 .075
5 30 9.07 2.52 1.28 1.24 3.80 1.03 .075
TABLE VIII.- DATA NECESSARY TO PERfORM CALCULATIONS FOR atrim AND oa
(Static Margin = -6.19%)
Quantity Value of
Quantity
a
CLtrim .164
Cmoo .070
aCmo -2.61
as
c	 (m) .596
V	 (m/sec) 225.5
CLq 5.30
Cmq -30.1
a Based on vehicle weight of 10453 N (2350 lbs.)
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TABLE IX.- DATA NECESSARY TO PERFORM CALCULATIONS FOR TIME-VARYING PULLUP
(Static Margin n -6.190
Quantity Value of
Quantity
t* (sec) .00132
,a 1426
b
iB 44380
CZa
-5.529
CZ& -1.45
CZq -5.30
CZa -.814
C% +.342
C% -5.52
Cmq -30.1
CM5 -2.56
a Based on vehicle weight of 10453 N (2350 lbs.)
b Based on vehicle pitch moment of fnertia of
2947 kg-m2 (2173 slug-ft2)
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TABLE X.- SUMMARY OF ELEVON DEFLECTIONS FOR PRESENT METHODOLOGY
AND NONLINEAR SIMULATION
Type Strim a6 do
Analysis (deg) (deg) (deg)
Present
Methodology 1.76 0.25a 2.01a
Nonlinear
Simulation 2.00 0.23b 2.23b
a Rased on 1.38 g (incremental) pull up
b Based on 1.50 g (incremental) pull up
ORIGINAL PA-13-
OF POOR,
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(a) DAST vehicle with ARW-2 wing.
I	 Elevon geometry
Gross area 0.836 m2
Net exposed area 0.511 m2
Aspect ratio 3.5
Taper ratio 0.4
Dihedral 00
Incidence All-
moving
Max deflections 70 T.E. down
120
 T.E. up
27.9 cm
69.8 cm
0
85.5 cm
1.71 m
1/4 - chord line
(b) Detail of elevon.
Figure 1.- DAST vehicle and elevon.
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Figure 3.- Flight conditions for numerical examples.
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gore 4.- Elevon deflections for trim and pull-up as a function of static margin.
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